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TO:     Jack Haskins
FROM:  Betty J. Cleckley
DATE:  January 18, 1977
RE:    Student Survey

In follow-up to our recent discussion, here are the names of prospective interviewers. As I indicated, the asterisk identifies persons whom I know personally and whom I have talked with briefly about the study. They have expressed interest in doing telephone interviews.

* Mrs. Ozana Hunter       Ms. Anna Jane Fain
                           524-0048       522-2430

* Mrs. Annette Lawrence   Mrs. Mary Nina Singleton
                           2304 Dillon SE       522-8405
                           525-2210

Ms. Mildred Netherland   Mrs. Beula Sinclair
                         523-4679       523-8430

Mrs. F. J. Fain          Ms. Katherine Jones
                         522-2430       524-7375

* Mrs. Grace Glass        Ms. Aileen Maybrey
                           546-8754       524-4886

Ms. Betty Roper          Ms. Margaret Carson
                         525-5757       524-4268

In addition, Phil Scheurer would like to meet with you and me to discuss the plans for proceeding with the study. Please let me know when it is convenient for you to meet.
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